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Abstract. An (α, β)-community is a subset of vertices C with each vertex in C connected to at least β vertices of C (self-loops counted) and
each vertex outside of C connected to at most α vertices of C (α < β) [9].
In this paper, we present a heuristic (α, β)-Community algorithm, which
in practice successfully ﬁnds (α, β)-communities of a given size. The
structure of (α, β)-communities in several large-scale social graphs is explored, and a surprising core structure is discovered by taking the intersection of a group of massively overlapping (α, β)-communities. For large
community size k, the (α, β)-communities are well clustered into a small
number of disjoint cores, and there are no isolated (α, β)-communities
scattered between these densely-clustered cores. The (α, β)-communities
from the same group have signiﬁcant overlap among them, and those
from distinct groups have extremely small pairwise resemblance. The
number of cores decreases as k increases, and there are no bridges of
intermediate (α, β)-communities connecting one core to another. The
cores obtained for a smaller k either disappear or merge into the cores
obtained for a larger k. Further, similar experiments on random graph
models demonstrate that the core structure displayed in various social
graphs is due to the underlying social structure of these real-world networks, rather than due to high-degree vertices or a particular degree
distribution.

1

Introduction

Much of the early work on ﬁnding communities in social networks focused on
partitioning the corresponding graph into disjoint communities [3, 5, 8, 10–14].
Algorithms often required dense graphs and conductance was taken as the measure of the goodness of a community [4, 7, 8, 15]. To identify well-deﬁned communities in social networks, one needs to realize that an individual may belong to
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multiple communities at the same time and is likely to have more connections to
individuals outside of his/her community than inside. For example, a person in
the theoretical computer science community is likely to have many connections
to individuals outside of the theoretical computer science community, who may
be his/her family members, or enroll in his/her institution, or attend his/her
religious group. One approach to ﬁnding such overlapping communities is that
of Mishra et al. [9], where the concept of an (α, β)-community was introduced
and several algorithms were given for ﬁnding an (α, β)-community in a dense
graph provided there is an advocate for the community. An advocate for a community is an individual who is connected to a large fraction of the members of
that community.
In this paper, we discuss the concept of (α, β)-community, and develop a
heuristic (α, β)-Community algorithm that in practice eﬃciently ﬁnds (α, β)communities of a given size. Further, we thoroughly explore the structure of
(α, β)-communities in several large-scale social networks. Surprisingly, in a Twitter friendship graph with 112,957 vertices and 481,591 edges, there are 6,912
distinct (α, β)-communities of size 200 among the 45,361 (α, β)-communities returned by the algorithm. Moreover, these (α, β)-communities are neatly categorized into a small number of massively overlapping clusters. Speciﬁcally,
the (α, β)-communities from the same cluster have signiﬁcant overlap (> 90%)
among them, while the (α, β)-communities from distinct clusters have extremely
small (< 5%) pairwise resemblance. This leads to the notion of a core which is
the intersection of a group of massively overlapping (α, β)-communities, where
the core also shares a signiﬁcant overlap (> 75%) with every member
(α, β)-community in that group.
The total number and average size of cores in the Twitter graph as functions
of the community size k are given in Table 1. Interestingly, as the size k increases,
some cores merge into larger ones while others simply disappear. Moreover, cores
may fracture when they merge into larger ones, with a fraction of vertices disappearing from larger cores and reappearing later. Among the interesting questions
we explore in this paper are why (α, β)-communities correspond to well-deﬁned
clusters and why there is no bridge of (α, β)-communities connecting one cluster to another. A bridge is a sequence of intermediate (α, β)-communities where
adjacent subsets of the sequence have substantial overlap but the ﬁrst and last
subsets have little overlap. Other intriguing questions include whether diﬀerent
types of social networks incorporate fundamentally diﬀerent social structures,
and what it is about the structure of social networks that leads to the structure
of cores as in the Twitter graph and why some networks do not display this
structure as in random graph models.
By taking the intersection of a group of massively overlapping (α, β)Communities obtained from repeated experiments, we can eliminate the random
factors and extract the underlying structure with multiple runs of the
(α, β)-Community algorithm. In social graphs, for large community size k, the
(α, β)-communities are well clustered into a small number of disjoint cores, and
there are no isolated (α, β)-communities scattered between these densely-clustered
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cores. The number of cores decreases as k increases and becomes relatively small
for large k. The cores obtained for a smaller k either disappear or merge into the
cores obtained for a larger k. Moreover, the cores correspond to dense regions of
the graph, and there are no bridges of intermediate (α, β)-communities connecting
one core to another. In contrast, the cores found in several random graph models
usually have signiﬁcant overlap among them, and the number of cores does not
necessarily decrease as k increases. Extensive experiments demonstrate that the
core structure displayed in various large-scale social graphs is indeed due to the
underlying social structure of the networks, rather than due to high-degree vertices or a particular degree distribution.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce the deﬁnition of an (α, β)-community in Section 2 and show their frequent existence.
Then, we prove the NP-hardness of ﬁnding an (α, β)-community and present the
heuristic (α, β)-Community algorithm. In Section 3, we apply the algorithm to
various large-scale social graphs and random graphs to explore, analyze, and
demonstrate the core structure in social networks. We conclude in Section 4
with comments on the problems considered and future work.

2

Preliminaries

The concept of (α, β)-community was proposed by Mishra et al. [9] as a powerful
tool for graph clustering and community discovery. In [9], an (α, β)-community
refers to a cluster of vertices with each vertex in the cluster adjacent to at least
a β-fraction of the vertices in the cluster and each vertex outside of the cluster
adjacent to at most an α-fraction of the vertices in the cluster. In this paper,
we adopt a slightly diﬀerent deﬁnition. Given a graph G = (V, E) with selfloops added to all vertices, a subset C ⊆ V is called an (α, β)-community when
each vertex in C is connected to at least β vertices of C (self-loop counted)
and each vertex outside of C is connected to at most α vertices of C (α < β).
Similarly to that of [9], this deﬁnition acknowledges the importance of self-loops:
although a maximal clique should intuitively be a community, this cannot be
guaranteed without self-loops. An (α, β)-community in a graph G is called proper
if it corresponds to a non-empty proper subgraph of G.
Given a subset S ⊆ V , for a vertex v ∈ S, α(v) is deﬁned as the number of
edges between v and vertices of S. Similarly, for a vertex w ∈ S, β(w) is deﬁned
as the number of edges between w and vertices of S (self-loop counted). Then,
α(S) = max{α(v)|v ∈ S} and β(S) = min{β(w)|w ∈ S}.
A maximal clique is guaranteed to be an (α, β)-community since self-loops
are counted by the deﬁnition. Every graph that is not a clique must contain
an (α, β)-community (or, a maximal clique) as a proper subgraph. Starting with
any vertex, it is either a proper (α, β)-community (i.e. a maximal clique) or there
must be another vertex connected to it (i.e. not a maximal clique). Then, a pair
of two vertices connected by an edge is either a proper (α, β)-community (i.e.
a maximal clique) or there must be a third vertex connected to both (i.e. not
a maximal clique). Continue this argument until a proper (α, β)-community is
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found or all vertices are included in a clique, contradicting the assumption that
the graph is not a clique. Thus, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Every graph other than a clique contains a proper (α, β)-community.
Proof. Omitted due to space limitations (see [6]).

Algorithm 1. (α, β)-Community(G = (V, E), k)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

S ← a random subset of V of k vertices
while β(S)  α(S) do
S ← Swapping(G, S)
A ← {v ∈ S | α(v) = α(S)}
B ← {v ∈ S | β(v) = β(S)}
if {(ai , bj ) ∈ E | ai ∈ A, bj ∈ B} = ∅ then
pick such a pair of vertices (ai , bj )
S ← (S − {bj }) ∪ {ai }
else if {ai ∈ A | (ai , ak ) ∈ E, ∀ak ∈ A, k = i} = ∅ then
pick such a vertex ai
S ← S ∪ {ai }
else if {bj ∈ B | (bj , bk ) ∈ E, ∀bk ∈ B, k = j} = ∅ then
pick such a vertex bj
S ← S − {bj }
else
S ←S∪A
end if
end while
return S

Algorithm 2. Swapping(G = (V, E), S)
1: while β(S) < α(S) do
2:
A ← {v ∈ S | α(v) = α(S)}
3:
B ← {v ∈ S | β(v) = β(S)}
4:
pick a vertex a ∈ A and a vertex b ∈ B
5:
S ← (S − {b}) ∪ {a}
6: end while
7: return S

Given a graph G with a self-loop added to each vertex and an integer k, deﬁne
community as the problem of ﬁnding an (α, β)-community of size k in G. Given
a graph G and an integer k, deﬁne clique as the problem of determining whether
there exists a clique of size k in G.
Theorem 2. The community problem is NP-hard.
Proof. Omitted due to space limitations (see [6]).
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Next, we give a heuristic algorithm for ﬁnding an (α, β)-community of size k
in a graph G = (V, E). A mathematical description of this (α, β)-Community
algorithm, along with a subroutine called Swapping, is given above. See [6] for
more details.

3
3.1

Experimental Results
Social Graphs

Twitter. The Twitter dataset [1, 2] corresponds to a directed friendship graph
among a subset of Twitter user accounts. Each vertex represents an individual
Twitter user account, and each edge represents a following relation from one user
to another. For simplicity, we convert this directed graph into an undirected
graph, ignoring the direction of the edges and combining multiple edges with
the same pair of endpoints. Further, we iteratively remove from the graph the
isolated and degree-one vertices in order to get rid of the insigniﬁcant outliers.
This eﬀectively reduces the number of vertices and edges, resulting in a smaller
graph with 112,957 vertices and 481,591 edges. Then, the average degree of the
Twitter graph is 8.52. Finally, self-loops are added to this graph in accordance
with the deﬁnition of (α, β)-community.
For a given size k, the heuristic (α, β)-Community algorithm is applied to
the Twitter graph for ﬁnding (α, β)-communities starting with a number of (e.g.
500) random subsets of size k. Theoretically, the algorithm is not guaranteed to
terminate within a reasonable period of running time, thus we specify an upper
bound (e.g. 1,000) on the number of iterations the algorithm can execute. However, from what we have observed in the experiments, the case of not ﬁnding any
(α, β)-community within 1,000 iterations is extremely rare. In other words, 500
(α, β)-communities are obtained most of the time with 500 runs of the algorithm.

(a) Core

(b) Chain
Fig. 1. The overlapping structure

To shed a light on how many (α, β)-communities there are in the Twitter
graph, 45,361 runs of the algorithm are performed for k = 200 and 6,912 distinct (α, β)-communities are obtained. Surprisingly, many (α, β)-communities
are observed to massively overlap with each other and diﬀer only by a few vertices. Moreover, such a great number of (α, β)-communities are all clustered into
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Table 1. Cores of the Twitter graph
k
25 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
number of cores 221 94 19 9 4 4 4 3 3 3 3
average core size 23 45 73 112 151 216 276 332 364 402 440

a small number of disjoint groups. Speciﬁcally, every pair of (α, β)-communities
from the same group shares a resemblance higher than 0.9, while every pair of
(α, β)-communities from distinct groups shares a resemblance lower than 0.06.
Here, the pairwise resemblance r(A, B) between two sets A and B is deﬁned as:
r(A, B) =

|A ∩ B|
.
|A ∪ B|

The overlapping (α, β)-communities form a “core” structure rather than a “chain”
structure, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The intersection of all (α, β)-communities in
each group bears an over 75% resemblance with every single (α, β)-community
in that group. For k = 200, all 6,912 (α, β)-communities found by the 45,361
runs of the algorithm cluster into four “cores”. The “cores” correspond to dense
regions of the graph while being exclusively disjoint, and in contrast to what we
would have expected, there are no isolated (α, β)-communities scattered between
these densely-clustered “cores”.
For a group of pairwise similar (α, β)-communities, we formally deﬁne the
core to be the intersection of those (α, β)-communities. The number of cores
can be determined by computing the resemblance matrix of all obtained (α, β)communities. Intuitively, (α, β)-communities can be categorized according to the
resemblance matrix in a way that every pair of (α, β)-communities in the same
category is similar to each other, i.e. the pairwise resemblance is large. A pairwise resemblance is considered to be suﬃciently large if it is greater than 0.6,
while in practice we frequently observe resemblance greater than 0.9. Based on
each category, a core is formed by taking the intersection of all member (α, β)communities. Therefore, the number of cores is equal to that of such intersections, i.e. the number of blocks along the diagonal of the resemblance matrix.
The number and average size of cores in the Twitter graph as functions of the
community size k are given in Table 1.
The number of cores decreases as the size k increases. This number is relatively small when k becomes large and will eventually decrease to one as k
further increases, indicating that (α, β)-communities are well clustered into a
small number of cores before gradually merging into one large core. For example, the (α, β)-communities are clustered into 9 cores for k = 150 and 4 cores for
k = 200, where in both cases the cores are disjoint from each other. As the size
k increases, the cores obtained for a smaller k either disappear or merge into the
cores obtained for a larger k. A layered tree diagram is constructed to illustrate
this phenomenon in Fig. 2(a).
Each level of the diagram, indexed by the size k, consists of cores extracted
from collections of pairwise similar (α, β)-communities by taking their respective
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intersections. For each pair of cores in adjacent levels, a directed edge is added
from the lower level to the upper level if the fraction of overlap is signiﬁcant,
i.e. a substantial fraction (e.g. 60%) of vertices in the core of the lower level is
contained in the core of the upper level. If the fraction of overlap is smaller than
one, a dotted arrow with this fraction labeled is added to represent a partial
merge. Otherwise, a solid arrow with the label “1” omitted is added to represent
a full merge. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the fraction of overlap is close to one as we
move up the levels, that is, a core of some lower level is (almost) entirely merged
into a core of the next higher level.

(a) Twitter

(b) Slashdot

Fig. 2. Tree diagrams indexed by the size k. (Each circle represents a core obtained for
a given size, in which the integer denotes the β-value of the core. Each dotted arrow
represents a partial merge with the fraction of overlap labeled, and each solid arrow
represents a full merge).

The deﬁnition of (α, β)-community does not prevent a community from having
more edges connecting it to the rest of the graph than those connecting within
the community itself. Empirically, there are many more vertices outside of an
(α, β)-community, and the edges connecting the community to the rest of the
graph are almost always more than those connecting within itself. This deﬁnition
gives an intuitive criterion as to whether to classify a subset of vertices as a
community, i.e. the number of edges connecting each vertex in the community
to vertices of the community should be strictly greater than that connecting
any vertex outside of the community to vertices of the community. Moreover, by
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taking the intersection of a number of massively overlapping (α, β)-communities,
the set of (α, β)-communities which diﬀer only by a few vertices is reduced to an
underlying core. Thus, each (α, β)-community consists of one of a small number
of cores and a few random peripheral vertices, and these peripheral vertices are
what gives rise to such a large number of (α, β)-communities.
Before proceeding to our experiments on other social networks, we provide a
detailed discussion on the core structure. There might be a generic bias in the
(α, β)-Community algorithm which is attracted to dense regions of the graph,
and thus it is possible that (α, β)-communities located in sparse regions of the
graph are never found by the algorithm.
A natural question is what causes the Twitter graph to display this core
structure, and further, why the graph shows only a small number of disjoint cores
for a large size k. As we will show later, this is due to the fact that a deﬁnite
social structure, as opposed to randomness, exists in the Twitter network. To
take a closer look into this, we simplify the Twitter graph by removing lowdegree vertices, i.e. vertices of degree lower than 19, and then obtain a smaller
graph with 4,144 vertices and 99,345 edges. The smallest β-value for most (α, β)communities is given by 19, thus removing vertices of degree lower than 19 will
get rid of insigniﬁcant low-degree vertices without destroying the fundamental
structure of the graph. Again, the (α, β)-Community algorithm is applied to
this graph with minimum degree 19 for k = 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, and exactly
two disjoint cores are obtained in each case. Between any two adjacent levels in
the corresponding tree diagram, the two cores of the lower level are completely
contained in those of the upper level. One possible reason for such a small number
of cores could be that the vertices of the cores are more “powerful” in pulling
other vertices toward them. If we remove the two cores from the graph and
repeat the experiment for k = 200, the returned (α, β)-communities are no
longer clustered and form a large number of scattered communities.
Another question is why there are exactly two distinct cores in the simpliﬁed
Twitter graph. For instance, deﬁne C1 and C2 as the two cores obtained for
k = 200. C1 corresponds to a fairly dense subgraph with 156 vertices and 3,029
edges, where the minimum degree is 23 and the average degree is 38.8. C2 has
159 vertices and 2,577 edges, where the minimum degree is 19 and the average
degree is 32.4. Consider the bipartite graph with the two sets of vertices being the
vertices of C1 and the vertices of C2 . Surprisingly, there are only 105 cross edges
between C1 and C2 , where 110 (70%) vertices of C1 and 100 (63%) vertices of C2
are not associated with any cross edges. Thus, the cores C1 and C2 correspond
to two subsets of vertices that are densely connected internally but sparsely
connected with each other. As a result, they are returned by the algorithm as
the cores of two groups of massively overlapping (α, β)-communities.
It is observed that, in addition to the merging of cores, some cores existing
for a smaller k simply disappear from the tree diagram as k increases. In other
words, few vertices of these disappearing cores are contained in the cores of the
next higher level. The cores take on more vertices as the community size k increases, and there may be two cores taking on the same set of vertices. Thus, the
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Swapping algorithm should run into one of the following two situations: either
1) most vertices of the two cores merge into a new core with some peripheral
vertices discarded, or 2) most vertices of one core plus a small fraction of the
other form a new core with the latter one disappearing. To verify that one of the
above two cases happens, consider the two cores obtained for k = 150 that later
disappear for k = 200, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Let C be one of the two disappearing cores, and recursively perform the following process: enlarge C by adding a
random vertex v ∈ C, run the (α, β)-Community algorithm on this enlarged C
to ﬁnd an (α, β)-community of one size larger, and update C to be this obtained
(α, β)-community. This process is repeated a number of times until the size of
C is increased to 200. Empirically, any obtained (α, β)-community of size 200
contains only a small fraction of vertices of the initial core, while the initial core
was completely contained in the (α, β)-communities of size up to about 170. A
core may fracture when merging into some other core of a larger size. What happens is that, as vertices are added to one core A, they are also well connected to
another core B. As k further increases, these vertices of A will be included in a
larger core C that completely contains B, leading to the disappearance of A. If
we continue to increase k, the vertices that have disappeared may reappear in a
larger core that completely contains C, since they are well connected to the rest
of that core.
A bridge between two (α, β)-communities or two cores S1 and Sm is a sequence of intermediate (α, β)-communities S2 , · · · , Sm−1 , where the pairwise resemblance is large between adjacent subsets but small between the ﬁrst and last
subsets, i.e. r (S1 , Sm ) < 0.3 and r (Si , Si+1 ) > 0.6 for all i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , m − 1}.
The length of the bridge is thus given by m − 1. Recall that for k = 200, (α, β)communities are all clustered into four disjoint cores, and there is little overlap
between any two (α, β)-communities from distinct cores. It is possible that there
exists a bridge in the Twitter graph, but the bias of our algorithm may prevent
it from being found. Thus, although no bridge is detected in this experiment, a
subsequent question is whether the graph contains any bridge between two cores
at all.
Next, the following experiment is designed to determine whether there exists
a bridge between two cores. Pick any two cores obtained for k = 200 and recursively perform the following steps: randomly choose r vertices from one core
and 200 − r vertices from the other to form an initial subset of size 200, and
apply the (α, β)-Community algorithm to this subset. If every iteration returns
an (α, β)-community that substantially overlaps with one core but is disjoint
from the other, then it implies that there does not exist any bridge between
the two cores. During 100 runs of the algorithm, 99 of them return such an
(α, β)-community that signiﬁcantly overlaps with one core but is disjoint from
the other. Only one trial returns an (α, β)-community C that contains 95.54%
of one core A and 26.22% of the other core B. However, no other intermediate
(α, β)-communities can be found between B and C using the above method,
which demonstrates the non-existence of a bridge.
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Table 2. Cores of the Slashdot graph
k
30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 150 200 250
number of cores 29 10 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 1
average core size 25 33 41 53 62 72 85 97 148 197 244

Another approach to ﬁnding a bridge is to search for (α, β)-communities that
fall between cores. Generate random subsets of size 200 and run the (α, β)Community algorithm recursively. As we have seen before, four disjoint cores
are obtained with 500 runs of the algorithm, and for another 45,361 runs, the
(α, β)-community obtained at the end of each iteration is compared with the four
cores to check whether it is an intermediate (α, β)-community. This approach is
also useful for estimating the total number of (α, β)-communities of a given size.
Among the 45,361 runs, no intermediate (α, β)-communities are found, however,
only 6,912 distinct (α, β)-communities are returned, which indicates a relatively
small number of (α, β)-communities of size 200 and/or a generic bias of our
algorithm towards some particular communities over others.
Overall, the above experiments have suggested that there is no bridge between
cores, that is, there is not likely to exist a sequence of intermediate (α, β)communities that connects two cores with substantial overlap between adjacent
pairs. The non-existence of such a bridge demonstrates the underlying social
structure of the Twitter network with (α, β)-communities neatly categorized
into a few densely-clustered disjoint cores.
Slashdot. Slashdot is a technology-related news website known for its professional user community. The website features contemporary technology-oriented
news submitted by users and evaluated by editors. In 2002, Slashdot introduced
the Slashdot Zoo feature, which allows users to tag each other as friends or foes.
The social network based on the common interest shared among Slashdot users
was obtained and released by Leskovec et al. [8] in February 2009.
The Slashdot graph contains 82,168 vertices and 504,230 edges, with an average degree of 12.3. Similarly, the (α, β)-Community algorithm is applied to
this dataset and the statistics are given in Table 2. The number of cores decreases as the community size k increases and becomes relatively small for large
k, behaving the same as it did in the Twitter graph. The cores returned by the
algorithm are almost disjoint from each other and correspond to dense regions of
the graph, with few edges connecting the bipartite graph induced by the vertices
of each pair of cores. This indicates that (α, β)-communities are well clustered
into a small number of cores for large k, which correspond to dense regions of the
graph and share little overlap among them. For example, the (α, β)-communities
are clustered into three nearly disjoint cores for k = 100, where only 171 edges
connect the two cores of size 93 and 100 that have 2,142 and 1,105 internal edges,
respectively. Before eventually merging into one large core as k further increases,
these densely-clustered cores emerge as the underlying social structure displayed
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by the Slashdot network. It is also observed that, as k increases, the cores obtained for a smaller k either disappear or merge into the cores obtained for a
larger k. A layered tree diagram is constructed to illustrate this phenomenon in
the Slashdot graph, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
arXiv hep-ph Coauthor and Citation. Similar patterns of the core structure
can also be observed in the arXiv hep-ph Coauthor and Citation graphs. See [6]
for detailed experimental results.
3.2

Random Graphs

To demonstrate that the structure we have found in social graphs is not merely
a random artifact, a similar set of experiments is carried out for random graphs.
Random graph models do not produce clusters as social graphs do. The cores
obtained by the (α, β)-Community algorithm usually have signiﬁcant overlap
among them, and correspond to dense regions due to the way the graph was
generated. This contrast between social graphs and random graphs again veriﬁes the existence of community structure in various large-scale social networks.
See [6] for more details.

4

Conclusion

In social networks, the (α, β)-communities returned by the (α, β)-Community
algorithm for a given size k are well clustered into a small number of disjoint
cores, each of which is the intersection of a group of massively overlapping (α, β)communities. Two (α, β)-communities from the same group share a signiﬁcant
overlap and diﬀer by only a few vertices, while the pairwise resemblance of
two (α, β)-communities from diﬀerent groups is extremely small. The number of
cores decreases as k increases and becomes relatively small for large k. The cores
obtained for a smaller k either disappear or merge into the cores obtained for a
larger k. Further, the cores correspond to dense regions of the graph. There are
no isolated (α, β)-communities scattered between these densely-clustered cores,
nor bridges of (α, β)-communities connecting one core to another. Various largescale social graphs have been explored thoroughly, all of which display the core
structure rather than the chain structure.
By constructing random graphs with a power-law degree distribution or the
same degree distribution as the social graphs, it is demonstrated that neither
high-degree vertices nor a particular degree distribution can result in the core
structure displayed in large-scale social graphs. The cores found by the (α, β)Community algorithm in random graphs usually have signiﬁcant overlap among
them and are increasingly scattered across the graph as the size k increases,
which implies the non-existence of well-deﬁned clusters in random graphs and
veriﬁes the existence of underlying structure in various social networks.
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